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Besides tunneling in static potential landscapes, for example, the WKB approach is a powerful
non-perturbative approximation tool to study particle creation due to time-dependent background
fields, such as cosmological particle production or the Sauter-Schwinger effect, i.e., electron-positron
pair creation in a strong electric field. However, our understanding of particle creation processes
in background fields depending on both space and time is rather incomplete. Here, we propose a
generalization of the WKB method to truly spacetime-dependent fields in order to fill this gap.
I. INTRODUCTION
Particle creation out of the vacuum due to extreme
external influences is an intriguing effect and a funda-
mental prediction of quantum field theory. In the follow-
ing, we shall focus on electron-positron pair production
in quantum electrodynamics. There are several possibil-
ities for pair-producing external fields. For example, in
the Sauter-Schwinger effect [1–3], particles are created
due to a strong electric field. This is even possible for
slowly varying electric fields (as long as they are strong
enough). Note that this process is different from pair cre-
ation in the (perturbative) multiphoton regime which re-
quires sufficiently fast varying electromagnetic fields, see,
e.g., [4]. As another example, cosmological pair produc-
tion [5, 6] occurs in an expanding or contracting universe.
So far, electron-positron pair production has been ver-
ified experimentally only in the perturbative (multipho-
ton) regime [4]. Non-perturbative pair production due to
an external field is far more difficult to observe in nature
and also not nearly as well understood on the theoretical
side. Although these effects were first considered more
than half a century ago, our understanding of these ef-
fects is still far from complete. This is manifest in the fact
that there is still very limited knowledge about the in-
fluence of the external field’s spacetime-dependence. Be-
sides numerical simulations (see, e.g., [7–15]), several an-
alytical methods have been used for computing the pair
production probability, such as the WKB method [16–
18, 22] or the worldline instanton method [19]. However,
most of the studies so far were limited to fields that de-
pend on a single coordinate, e.g. time [16–24], a spatial
coordinate [19, 21, 25] or a light-cone coordinate [26–30];
see also [31]. Via the worldline instanton method, there
have been a few works on truly spacetime-dependent
fields but these were limited to special cases [32–34] or
a fully numerical treatment, see, e.g., [35] (see also [36]
for a work using the Wigner formalism). Regarding the
WKB approach, there have been even less studies for
background fields depending on both space and time.
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In this article, we present a WKB method based on
the eikonal (or Hamilton-Jacobi) equation that promises
to overcome this fundamental restriction (see [37] for a
previous approach to electron propagation based on the
eikonal equation). For the sake of simplicity, we will
consider the Dirac equation in 1+1 dimensions. How-
ever, we believe that the method can be generalized to
higher dimensions in a straightforward way as long as
the external field only depends on the time and a single
spatial coordinate. As an important example, we shall
study electron-positron pair creation due to a spacetime-
dependent mass m(t, x) in the Dirac equation. As one
possible motivation, we note that a curved space-time
metric such as in cosmological particle production can
be mapped to a spacetime-dependent mass in the Dirac
equation [38]. Furthermore, the influence of a laser field
may also be approximated by studying the motion of a
particle with an effective mass (see e.g. [39–41]).
The article is organized as follows: We start by re-
viewing the conventional WKB method for the time-
dependent Dirac equation and use a specific time-
dependent mass as an example in Section II. In Sec-
tion III, we expand solutions of the Dirac equation us-
ing solutions of the eikonal (or Hamilton-Jacobi) equa-
tion, giving two linear coupled partial differential equa-
tions. In Section IV we show that these equations reduce
to known results if the electric field (or mass) either is
purely time-dependent or purely space-dependent. Prob-
lems that occur while solving the eikonal equation with
a truly spacetime-dependent field are discussed in Sec-
tion V. The case of a spacetime-dependent mass is con-
sidered in Section VI. We calculate approximative solu-
tions to the equations mentioned above for a spacetime-
dependent mass with a weak space dependence in Sec-
tion VII.
II. WKB FORMALISM
Let us start by briefly reviewing the standard deriva-
tion of the WKB formalism for purely time-dependent
fields in 1 + 1 dimensions (see e.g. [18, 22] for compar-
ison). As we are interested in pair production due to
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2a spacetime-dependent mass (or scalar potential) later
on, we consider the case of a time-dependent mass and a
time-dependent electric field in 1+1 dimensions.
We start with the covariant Dirac equation (~ = c = 1)[
iγµ
(
∂µ +iqAµ
)−m]ψ = 0, (1)
where Aµ are the components of the electromagnetic po-
tential and γµ are the gamma matrices satisfying the
Clifford algebra’s anticommutation relation
{γµ, γν} = 2ηµν . (2)
Now consider the Hamiltonian form of the Dirac equation
in 1+1 dimensions in temporal gauge A0 = 0, A1 = A(t),
i ∂t ψ(t, x) = {−iγ0γ1[∂x +iqA(t)]+γ0m(t)}ψ(t, x). (3)
After expanding ψ(t, x) into Fourier modes ψp(t) we get
i ∂t ψp(t) = {γ0γ1[p+qA(t)]+γ0m(t)}ψp(t)=Hp(t)ψp(t).
(4)
Because H2p (t) = m
2(t) + [p+ qA(t)]
2
= Ω2p(t), the self-
adjoint operator Hp(t) = H
†
p(t) has the instantaneous
eigenvectors u±(p; t),
Hp(t)u±(p; t) = ±Ωp(t)u±(p; t), (5)
which are orthonormal, i.e. u†±u± = 1 and u
†
±u∓ = 0.
As usual, this normalization prescription still leaves the
phases of the spinors free to choose. Additionally, one
can show that
u˙†+u− =
(
u†−u˙+
)∗
=
1
2Ωp
u†+H˙pu−, u˙
†
±u± = 0. (6)
We expand ψp(t) in terms of these eigenvectors
ψp(t) = α(p; t)u+(p; t)e
−iϕp(t) + β(p; t)u−(p; t)eiϕp(t)
(7)
with the time-dependent phase (eikonal)
ϕp(t) =
∫ t
−∞
dt′ Ωp(t′). (8)
Upon inserting this expansion into (4) and projecting
onto u±(p; t), we get two coupled ordinary differential
equations for α(p; t) and β(p; t),
α˙ =
β
2Ωp
e2iϕpu†+H˙pu−,
β˙ = − α
2Ωp
e−2iϕp
(
u†+H˙pu−
)∗
.
(9)
We define R(t) = β(p; t)/α(p; t) and find a Riccati equa-
tion
R˙ = −<(u
†
+H˙pu−)
2Ωp
[
e−2iϕp +R2e2iϕp]
+
i=(u†+H˙pu−)
2Ωp
[
e−2iϕp −R2e2iϕp]. (10)
Note that the exact form of the right-hand side depends
on the chosen representation and normalization of u+ and
u− due to the factor u
†
+H˙pu−. Using γ
0 = σz and γ
1 =
iσy and vanishing phase difference between the spinors
u+ and u− we find
R˙ = mqE − (p+ qA)m˙
2Ω2p
[
e−2iϕp +R2e2iϕp] (11)
which for m˙ = 0 reduces to the well-known form
R˙ = mqE
2Ω2p
[
e−2iϕp +R2e2iϕp]. (12)
On the other hand, for A(t) = 0 we find
R˙ = − pm˙
2Ω2p
[
e−2iϕp +R2e2iϕp]. (13)
The number of created positrons (or electrons) with mo-
mentum p can be calculated using (see Appendix A)
Ne+(p) ∝ |βout(p)|2 = |Rout|
2
1 + |Rout|2
(14)
where βout(p) = β(p; t→∞), Rout = R(t→∞) and we
have used the relation |α|2 + |β|2 = 1 in the last equal-
ity. Under the assumption that few pairs are created, i.e.
R  1, a linearized form of the Riccati equation (11) is
often used:
R˙(t) ≈ mqE − (p+ qA)m˙
2Ω2p
e−2iϕp . (15)
In that case we get Ne+(p) ∝ |Rout|2. To obtain Rout
we integrate the linearized Riccati equation (15) over all
times
Rout ≈
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
mqE − (p+ qA)m˙
2Ω2p
e−2iϕp . (16)
For symmetric electric fields A(−t) = −A(t) with a con-
stant mass (m˙ = 0) one expects the maximum number
of created pairs for p = 0 as the denominator of the
integrand is minimal in that case. On the other hand,
in the case with only a time-dependent mass (A(t) = 0)
the right-hand side of (13) immediately reveals that R(t)
vanishes for p = 0 and so does the number of produced
pairs.
Furthermore, upon deforming the integration contour
for the integral (16) in the complex plane we see that the
integrand is exponentially suppressed in the lower half-
plane. Thus, the integral’s value is dominated by the
value of the exponential at the singularity closest to the
real axis. In other words, assume the integrand has a
singularity at t∗, e.g. where Ωp(t∗) = 0. Then, Rout can
be approximated as
Rout ∼ e−2iϕp(t∗). (17)
3This estimate does not give the correct prefactor but only
the exponent. However, due to the linearization of the
Riccati equation one cannot realistically expect to obtain
the prefactor from the integral (16) exactly anyway. If
there are multiple singularities that are comparably close
to the real axis, contributions from all singularities have
to be taken into account which leads to interference ef-
fects in the momentum spectrum [11, 22, 42].
A. Example: time-dependent mass
As an example, we want to calculate the number of pro-
duced pairs for a specific time-dependent mass. We will
use a similar functional dependence later in Section VII
as a spacetime-dependent mass where some of the results
derived here will be useful.
We use a mass of the form
m(t) = m0
√
1 +
[
f(ωt)
γ
]2
(18)
with f(τ) = sech τ and a dimensionless parameter γ that
controls the amplitude of the pulse. This expression is
motivated by the form of the effective mass that an elec-
tron has in a laser pulse
meff = m
√
1− 〈qAµqA
µ〉
m2
, (19)
see [39]. From this expression we can see that the pa-
rameter γ corresponds to the Keldysh parameter
γ =
mω
qE
(20)
that plays a crucial role in pair production processes due
to strong electric fields [43]. We then can approximate
Rout using the linearized Riccati equation (15)
Rout ≈ − 1
γ˜2
p
m0
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ
f(τ)f ′(τ)e−2iϕp(τ)√
1 +
[
f(τ)
γ
]2{
1 +
[
f(τ)
γ˜
]2}
(21)
where
ϕp =
m0
ω
√
1 +
( p
m0
)2 ∫ τ
−∞
dτ ′
√
1 +
[
f(τ ′)
γ˜
]2
. (22)
and
γ˜ = γ
√
1 +
( p
m0
)2
. (23)
For f(τ) = sech τ the phase integral can be calculated
analytically, giving
ϕp =
m0
ω
√
1 +
( p
m0
)2[
φ(τ)− φ(−∞)] (24)
where
φ(τ) =
1
γ˜
arctan
[
sinh τ√
1 + γ˜2 cosh2 τ
]
+ artanh
[
γ˜ sinh τ√
1 + γ˜2 cosh2 τ
]
.
(25)
The integral for Rout is dominated by the value of the
exponent at the pole where f(τ∗) = ±iγ˜,
|Rout|2 ∼
∣∣∣e−2iϕp(τ∗)∣∣∣2 = e4=ϕp(τ∗). (26)
For f(τ) = sech τ we find
τ∗ = arcosh
(
± i
γ˜
)
= ln
[
1
|γ˜| +
√
1 +
(
1
γ˜2
)]
− ipi
2
(27)
and thus
|Rout|2 ∼ exp
[
−2pim0
ω
√
1 +
( p
m0
)2]
. (28)
This result does not depend on γ which at first is a bit
surprising. E.g. in the limit γ →∞, m(t) = m0 = const.
and thus no pairs should be produced. To confirm our re-
sult we computed Rout numerically from the full Riccati
equation (13). Due to the highly-oscillatory coefficients
in the Riccati equation we integrated the equation using
the TIDES library [44] in conjunction with the arbitrary-
precision library MPFR [45]. To parallelize the computa-
tion, GNU Parallel [46] has been used.
Figure 1 shows the analytical result from (28) and the
numerical result for |Rout|2 together for a specific choice
of γ and ω. Because the approximation in (28) does not
produce the correct prefactor we assume it to be ap2.
This is motivated by the form of the integrand’s prefactor
in (16) which for E = 0 is proportional to the canonical
momentum p. The constant a is then chosen to fit the
numerical data.
We find very good agreement between the analytical
estimate and the numerical calculation. Even without
the heuristically determined factor a the analytic approx-
imation lies within an order of magnitude of the numer-
ical result.
Indeed, if one plots the values of the numerical results’
peaks over different values of ω, the points fall nicely on
the curve predicted by the maximum of the exponential
in (28) (see Fig. 2). On the other hand, if we fix ω and
vary γ the maximum of the numerical data behaves as in
Fig. 3. For small γ  1 the maximum remains constant
while for large γ  1 the maximum seems to go like
γ−4. This behavior is due to the prefactor in (21) which
goes like γ−2 for large γ  1. In between these two
regions the value of the maximum fluctuates. This can
be attributed to the prefactor as well because the order
of magnitude does not change as one would expect if this
behavior came from the exponent.
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FIG. 1: Plot of the density of produced pairs |Rout|2 for
the sech-mass in (18) where f(τ) = sech τ with ω = 0.1
and γ = 0.1. The squares are numerically calculated
results while the solid line represents the analytical
estimate from (28). We used ap2 as the prefactor of the
analytical result with a = 5/m20 chosen to fit the height
of the peaks in the numerical result; see (16).
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FIG. 2: Plot of the logarithm of the maximum of
|Rout|2 for different values of ω and γ = 0.1. The plot
shows both the numerical results and the analytical
approximation from (28).
III. EIKONAL FORMALISM
We now want to develop a more general procedure for
calculating the pair production probability that in princi-
ple also works for spacetime-dependent fields. The main
idea of the WKB formalism as presented in the last sec-
tion is to separate fast and slow oscillations in the wave
function: The factor of exp[±iϕp(t)] contains the fast os-
cillations while the prefactors α and β contain the slow
oscillations. We try a similar approach for spacetime-
dependent fields.
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FIG. 3: Log-log plot of the maximum of |Rout|2 for
different values of γ and ω = 0.1. The plot shows both
the numerical results and a fit of the numerical data for
large γ. The slope of the fitted line is −3.91.
First, we define two operators
M± = −γµ
(
∂µ S± + qAµ
)
= −γµΠ±µ , (29)
with S± being the two independent solutions of the rel-
ativistic eikonal (or Hamilton-Jacobi) equation
ηµν
(
∂µ S± + qAµ
)
(∂ν S± + qAν) = η
µνΠ±µΠ
±
ν = m
2.
(30)
We will use the convention that S+ and S− correspond to
solutions with positive and negative energy, respectively,
Π±t = ∂t S± + qA0 = ∓
√
m2 +
(∇S± + qA)2. (31)
Note that this eikonal equation is an immediate gener-
alization of (8). When Aµ and m are constant, the so-
lutions S± correspond to plane wave solutions, that is
S± = ∓pµxµ.
Squaring the operators M±, we get
M2± = γ
µγνΠ±µΠ
±
ν = η
µνΠ±µΠ
±
ν = m
2. (32)
Thus, the operators M± both have the two distinct eigen-
values ±m. Let u± and v± be their respective eigenvec-
tors defined as follows
M+u± = ±mu±, M−v± = ±mv±. (33)
Because the operators M± are self-adjoint in the sense
that M± = γ0M
†
±γ
0 = M±, their eigenvectors are or-
thogonal,
u+u− = u−u+ = v+v− = v−v+ = 0, (34)
where u± = u
†
±γ
0 and analogously for v±. We normalize
the eigenvectors as follows:
u+u+ = −u−u− = −v+v+ = v−v− = 1. (35)
Although parts of the following derivation can be carried
out in a general manner, we want to focus on the case of
5a 1+1-dimensional spacetime. Then it is sufficient to use
2× 2 matrices for the gamma matrices and the M± will
only have one eigenvector each for every eigenvalue. We
expand the spinor ψ in terms of these eigenvectors,
ψ = αu+e
iS+ + βv+e
iS− , (36)
which is motivated by the expansion (7) of the spinor
in the time-dependent case. There, the functions α and
β were the Bogoliubov coefficients of the transformation
between in- and out-states (see Appendix A) and there-
fore we will sometimes refer to them as Bogoliubov coef-
ficients here as well. Using the expansion (36), the Dirac
equation (1) reduces to
iγµ ∂µ (αu+) e
iS+ + iγµ ∂µ (βv+) e
iS− = 0. (37)
Multiplying this by u+ or v+ from the left we get two
coupled partial differential equations
u+γ
µ ∂µ αu+ = −u+γµ(∂µ βv+) e−i(S+−S−),
v+γ
µ ∂µ βv+ = −v+γµ(∂µ αu+) ei(S+−S−).
(38)
Analogous to the Dirac convention, we choose
γ0 = σz =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, γ1 = iσx =
(
0 i
i 0
)
(39)
for the gamma matrices. Thus,
M± =
(−Π±t −iΠ±x
−iΠ±x +Π±t
)
(40)
and the eigenvectors u± and v± can be written as
u+ = N+
(
m−Π+t
−iΠ+x
)
, u− = N+
(
iΠ+x
m−Π+t
)
= iγ0γ1u+,
v+ = N−
( −iΠ−x
m+ Π−t
)
, v− = N−
(
m+ Π−t
iΠ−x
)
= iγ0γ1v+,
(41)
with the normalization constants
N± =
1√
2m(m∓Π±t )
. (42)
After calculating all the inner products that appear
in (38) we get the following equations for α and β:
ηµνΠ+µ ∂ν α−
1
2m2
(
ηµρηνλ − ηµνηρλ)Π+ρ Π+λ (∂µ Π+ν )α
= ime−i(S+−S−)
[
κµ ∂µ β +
1
2m2
ελνε µρ κ
ρΠ−λ (∂µ Π
−
ν )β
]
,
ηµνΠ−µ ∂ν β −
1
2m2
(
ηµρηνλ − ηµνηρλ)Π−ρ Π−λ (∂µ Π−ν )β
= imei(S+−S−)
[
κµ ∂µ α−
1
2m2
ελνε µρ κ
ρΠ+λ (∂µ Π
+
ν )α
]
,
(43)
where
κµ = N+N−
(
Π+x (m+ Π
−
t )−Π−x (m−Π+t )
(m−Π+t )(m+ Π−t )−Π+x Π−x
)
. (44)
IV. KNOWN LIMITING CASES
We now want to show that the equations (43) re-
produce the correct results for both a time-dependent
electric field with a time-dependent mass and a space-
dependent electric field.
A. Time-dependent electric field and mass
We use the temporal gauge where
A0 = 0, A1 = A(t), E = A˙(t). (45)
Then the two independent solutions of the eikonal equa-
tion (30) are given by
S± = ∓ϕp(t) + px (46)
with ϕp(t) as in Sec. II. We thus find
Π±t = ∓Ωp(t), Π±x = p+ qA(t), (47)
N± =
1√
2m(m+ Ωp(t))
, κµ =
(
0
1
)
. (48)
None of the coefficients in (43) depends on x in this case.
Thus, if we impose boundary conditions such that α and
β are constant initially (i.e. for t → −∞) then ∂x α =
∂x β = 0 for all times. The equations (43) for α and β
then simplify to
Ωp ∂t α+
1
2
Ω˙pα = − i
2
mqE − (p+ qA)m˙
Ωp
βe2iϕp ,
Ωp ∂t β +
1
2
Ω˙pβ =
i
2
mqE − (p+ qA)m˙
Ωp
αe−2iϕp .
(49)
We define the ratio R(t) = β(t)/α(t) and, using (49),
calculate its time derivative
∂tR =
∂t β
α
−R2 ∂t α
β
= i
mqE − (p+ qA)m˙
2Ω2p
[
e−2iϕp +R2e2iϕp], (50)
which is a Riccati equation that is up to an factor of i
(that can be attributed to a different normalization for
the spinors u+ and v+ used here than for the spinors u±
in Sec. II) identical to the one in ordinary time-dependent
WKB (compare (11)).
B. Space-dependent electric field
For a purely space-dependent electric field (com-
pare [21, 25, 47]) we use the gauge
A0 = φ(x), A1 = 0, E = −φ′(x). (51)
6In complete analogy to the time-dependent case, we find
S± = −ωt± ϕω(x), (52)
with
ϕω(x) =
∫ x
−∞
dx′ Pω(x′), Pω(x) =
√[
ω − qφ(x)]2 −m2.
(53)
Thus
Π±t = −ω + qφ(x), Π±x = ±Pω(x), (54)
N± =
1√
2m[m± (ω − qφ(x))] , κ
µ =
(−i
0
)
. (55)
Again, the coefficients in the equations for α and β (43)
are solely space-dependent and by requiring that α and
β are constant left of the barrier, i.e. for x → −∞ we
find that ∂t α = ∂t β = 0 for all values of x. Then, after
introducing the ratio R = β/α we again find a Riccati
equation,
∂xR = −
mqE(x)
2P 2ω(x)
[
e2iϕω(x) +R2e−2iϕω(x)]. (56)
V. CAUSTICS
If we consider a truly spacetime-dependent problem
difficulties in solving the eikonal equation (30) may oc-
cur. Due to the non-linear nature of the eikonal equa-
tion it may not be possible to find global solutions in a
classical sense, i.e. a solution might not be differentiable
everywhere.
We use the method of characteristics to visualize such
situations (see e.g. [48] or many other standard text
books on partial differential equations for more details).
Using this method any first-order partial differential
equation can be cast as a system of ordinary differential
equations by finding certain characteristic curves along
which the solution of the partial differential equation can
be integrated easily. Afterwards, the solutions along mul-
tiple of those curves can be combined into a solution sur-
face. This essentially amounts to going over to another
set of coordinates where one coordinate is the parame-
ter to move along the curve and the other coordinates
number the curves.
Difficulties appear where two characteristic curves in-
tersect. At such a point the solution is not uniquely
defined as we might use the value on either one of the in-
tersecting characteristics. Multiple of those points form
a caustic surface.
For example, Fig. 4 shows the spacetime-dependent
mass given in (86) together with the (numerically cal-
culated) characteristic curves. We see that such a
spacetime-dependent mass has a focusing/defocusing ef-
fect on the characteristic curves similar to optical lenses
on light rays. Indeed we can estimate that the onset of
the caustic surface is at time
tf ∼ γ
2ω
ε2ω2
, (57)
for p = 0 and m only weakly space-dependent; see Ap-
pendix B for details.
Pictures like Fig. 4 are well known from geometrical
optics. In fact, geometrical optics is just an approxima-
tion to wave optics based on the eikonal equation (for
optics). That is why it is not too surprising that the
above formula (57) for p = 0 is strikingly similar to the
formula for the focal length of a thin, biconvex spherical
lens [49]
f ∝ L
2
D(n2 − n1) , (58)
where L ∼ 1/(εω), D ∼ 1/ω and n2−n1 ∼ 1/γ2. We see
that when the spatial inhomogeneity is weak (i.e. ε small)
the caustics occur far away from the spacetime region in
which the mass is non-constant, i.e. where pairs are pro-
duced. Thus, in the case of a purely time-dependent
problem no caustics occur and our solution is differen-
tiable everywhere (compare (46)).
In conclusion, assuming that the space-time region of
particle creation is sufficiently localized and that the spa-
tial dependence is weak enough (compared to the tem-
poral variation), the potential problem of caustics (in-
dicating singular solutions of the eikonal equation) oc-
curs far away from the space-time region where the par-
ticles are created and thus does not invalidate our analy-
sis. As one possible formal resolution, one could imagine
adding a mild space-time dependence afterwards which
does not create particles on its own but undoes the fo-
cusing/defocusing effects and thus avoids caustics.
VI. SPACETIME-DEPENDENT MASS
We now want to turn to a truly spacetime-dependent
problem, namely that of a spacetime dependent mass
m(t, x) with no electromagnetic potential, i.e. Aµ = 0.
That case occurs in a 1+1-dimensional spacetime with
curvature: Every 1+1-dimensional spacetime is confor-
mally flat, i.e. its metric can be written as
ds2 = f2(t, x)(dt2 − dx2). (59)
Writing down the Dirac equation in such a spacetime
reveals that it is equivalent to the Dirac equation in
flat space-time, but with a spacetime-dependent mass
m(t, x) = f(t, x)m0 (see e.g. [38] for details).
In that case, the eikonal equation (30) is considerably
simpler:
ηµν
(
∂µ S±
)(
∂ν S±
)
= m2(t, x). (60)
We may write the two independent solutions S+ and S−
using two different functions R and S by splitting S±
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FIG. 4: Projected characteristic curves (dotted) for the
m(t, x) from (86) together with m(t, x) itself (contour)
using f(τ) = sech τ , g(χ) = sechχ, m0 = 1, p = 0,
ω = 0.8, ε = 0.375 and γ = 0.5.
into a symmetric and an antisymmetric part,
S± = R± S. (61)
The inverse transformation is given by
R =
1
2
(S+ + S−), S =
1
2
(S+ − S−). (62)
When the mass is constant, the solutions S± = ∓pt+px
correspond to plane-wave solutions. In that case, R =
px and S = −pt. Thus, the case p = 0 is singular in
the sense that R vanishes identically. We will avoid this
case as this leads to problems when using R and S as
coordinate transformations (see following subsection).
Using the above definition (62) of R and S in the
eikonal equation and computing the sum and difference
of the two equations, we find
m2 = (∂tR)
2 − (∂xR)2 + (∂t S)2 − (∂x S)2,
0 = (∂tR)(∂t S)− (∂xR)(∂x S).
(63)
We solve the latter equation for ∂tR and obtain
∂tR = (∂xR)
∂x S
∂t S
=
∂xR
∂t S
∂x S = λ∂x S, (64)
where we have introduced the abbreviation λ which will
be more convenient later on.
Inserting this into to the first equation in (63) we get
λ2 = 1− m
2
(∂t S)
2 − (∂x S)2
. (65)
The coefficients in the equations for α and β finally are
Π±µ = ∂µR± ∂µ S,
N± =
1√
2m(m∓ ∂tR− ∂t S)
,
κµ =
√
1− λ2
m
εµν ∂ν S.
(66)
A. Coordinate transformation
Somewhat similar to the method of characteristics
mentioned in the previous section, we want to intro-
duce new coordinates which simplify the evolution equa-
tions (43) for the Bogoliubov coefficients. The rapidly os-
cillating exponential contains the difference of the phases
S = (S+ − S−)/2 and hence we choose one coordinate
(the new time coordinate) in this direction. In order to
have the same dimension as time, define the new time
coordinate s via s = S(t, x)/m0 where m0 = limt→−∞m
is the asymptotic value of the mass. To simplify scalar
products, the new spatial coordinate r should be lo-
cally orthogonal to s. Inspecting the equations above,
we find that this is automatically satisfied if we define
r = R(t, x)/m0 in complete analogy.
Then we have
∂s S = m0, ∂r S = 0, ∂sR = 0, ∂r R = m0 (67)
and thus
Π±s = ±m0, Π±r = m0. (68)
The components of the inverse metric tensor in r-s coor-
dinates are then given by
gss = (∂t s)
2 − (∂x s)2 =
1
1− λ2
(
m
m0
)2
,
grr = (∂t r)
2 − (∂x r)2 = −
λ2
1− λ2 −
(
m
m0
)2
,
grs = gsr = (∂t s)(∂t r)− (∂x s)(∂x r) = 0,
(69)
where we see explicitly that the coordinates r and s are
indeed locally orthogonal.
Finally, the components of the Levi-Civita tensor are
εss = εrr = 0, εsr = −εrs = λ
1− λ2
(
m
m0
)2
. (70)
Additionally, we need to introduce the covariant deriva-
tive ∇µvν = ∂µ vν −Γλµνvλ where Γλµν are the Christoffel
symbols of the second kind. The relevant derivatives that
are needed in the equations (43) for α and β are
∇µΠ±s = ∂µ Π±s︸ ︷︷ ︸
=± ∂µm0=0
−ΓνµsΠ±ν = −m0
(±Γsµs + Γrµs),
∇µΠ±r = ∂µ Π±r︸ ︷︷ ︸
=∂µm0=0
−ΓνµrΠ±ν = −m0
(±Γsµr + Γrµr). (71)
8Furthermore, we rescale α and β according to
α = α˜
√
λm, β = β˜
√
λm. (72)
Again, we assume non-vanishing p 6= 0 as this would be
singular for p = 0 because λ ∝ p. Finally, after several
manipulations and simplifications, we get as equations
for α and β
∂s α˜− λ2 ∂r α˜− λ2α˜ ∂r lnλ
= −ie−2iSλ
√
1− λ2
(
∂r β˜ −
1
2
β˜χβ
)
,
∂s β˜ + λ
2 ∂r β˜ + λ
2β˜ ∂r lnλ
= ie2iSλ
√
1− λ2
(
∂r α˜−
1
2
α˜χα
) (73)
with the abbreviations
χβ =
1
1− λ2 ∂s lnλ− 2 ∂r lnm−
1
1− λ2 ∂r lnλ,
χα =
1
1− λ2 ∂s lnλ−
1− 2λ2
1− λ2 ∂r lnλ.
(74)
These equations (73) are still exact, but they have sev-
eral advantages in comparison to the original Dirac equa-
tion (1). First, as in the purely time-dependent case, the
rapidly oscillating phase e±2iS is a function of the new
time-coordinate s only. Second, if λ is small enough (see
below) such that we may neglect terms of order λ2, these
equations (73) can be approximated by
∂s α˜ = −ie−2iSλ
(
∂r β˜ −
1
2
β˜χβ
)
+O(λ2),
∂s β˜ = ie
2iSλ
(
∂r α˜−
1
2
α˜χα
)
+O(λ2).
(75)
Third, the relevant case of α  β, we see that α˜ does
approximately not evolve with time s, but stays nearly
constant α˜ = α˜(r), which fits to the picture of the char-
acteristics. This suggests the picture of a wave packet
α(r)eim0r+im0s moving along curves of constant r (i.e. in
s-direction) whose shape is given by α(r). Going back
to Cartesian coordinates t and x this corresponds to a
wave packet traveling at varying speed with the form of
the wave packet changing over time (i.e. becoming wider
or narrower). Then, we may solve the evolution equa-
tion for β by integrating over s for fixed values of r. For
each value of r, we have then the same situation as in the
purely time-dependent case, i.e., the pair creation expo-
nent will be determined by the complex value of S at the
first relevant singularity in the complex s-plane.
Note that this requires re-writing all functions of t and
x as functions of s and r. Then, for all fixed (real) values
of r, one should analytically continue in s and find the
singularities in the complex s-plane. Since this procedure
can only be applied fully analytically to special cases, we
develop a suitable approximation scheme based on weak
spatial dependencies in the following.
Another approach that could be considered is an in-
verse one (see also [50]): If solutions R and S are given
one can calculate the associated mass m from the equa-
tions (63). These solutions could be obtained by choosing
S such that R can be calculated easily from (63).
VII. WEAKLY SPACE-DEPENDENT MASS
Consider a spacetime-dependent mass where the space-
dependence is much weaker than the time-dependence,
i.e., m = m(t, εx) = m(t, ξ) with ε  1. As before, we
use the boundary condition limt→−∞ S± = px = pξ/ε.
We then can expand the solutions of the eikonal equa-
tion (63) in a power series for small ε,
R =
1
ε
R0+R1 + εR2 + ε
2R3 + . . . ,
S = S0 + εS1 + ε
2S2 + . . .
(76)
where Rn and Sn, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , are functions of t and
ξ. Because only squares of the derivatives of R and S
appear in (63), every second term in the expansions of R
and S vanishes, i.e. R2n+1 = S2n+1 = 0, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
To lowest order, we find
R0 = pξ, S0 = −
∫
dt
√
m2 + p2. (77)
These are exactly the same expressions as in the purely
time-dependent case with the only change that the mass
m now also depends on x (or ξ). The next non-vanishing
terms are given by
∂tR2 =
(∂ξ R0)(∂ξ S0)
∂t S0
,
∂t S2 =
1
2
(∂ξ S0)
2
∂t S0
+
(∂ξ R0)
∂t S0
[
∂ξ R2 −
1
2
∂ξ R0
(∂t S0)
2
]
(78)
To simplify this further we assume that p = O(ε2), i.e.,
p = ε2p˜ where p˜ = O(1). We then obtain
R2 = O(ε2),
S2 =
1
2
∫
dt
(∂ξ S0)
2
∂t S0
+O(ε2).
(79)
Using this approximation in (76) we get
R = εp˜ξ +O(ε3),
S = −
∫
dt
√
m2 + p2 − 1
2
ε2
∫
dt
(∂ξ S0)
2√
m2 + p2
+O(ε4).
(80)
It should be noted that in the strict sense the square root√
m2 + p2 should be expanded in a power series in ε as
well. However, we assume that keeping this expression as
it is will only enhance the accuracy of our approximation.
9Inserting these expansions into the definition of λ we find
λ =
∂xR
∂t S
= ε
∂ξ R
∂t S
= −ε2 p˜√
m2 + p2
+O(ε4). (81)
Hence, if we only keep terms up to order of ε2 in (73) the
equations for α and β are
∂s α˜ = −ie−2iSλ0
{
∂r β˜ −
1
2
β˜
[
∂s lnλ0 − ∂r ln
(
λ0m
2
)]}
,
∂s β˜ = ie
2iSλ0
{
∂r α˜−
1
2
α˜
[
∂s lnλ0 − ∂r lnλ0
]}
(82)
where λ0 = −p/
√
m2 + p2 is the leading-order term of
λ.
Again assuming the dominance of the positive fre-
quency part α  β (i.e., that only few pairs are cre-
ated), we find α˜ ≈ α˜(r). Then β˜out can be obtained
from the second equation in (82) by integrating over all
s. While performing that integral the other coordinate
r = px/m0 +O(ε3) has to be held constant. Fortunately,
if we only keep terms up to order of ε2, holding r constant
is the same as holding x constant.
The integral is dominated by the pole closest to the
imaginary axis at s∗ = S(t∗, x) where λ0 diverges, i.e.
where
m2(t∗, x) + p2 = 0. (83)
Thus, we expect βout to behave like
βout(x) ∝ e2iS(t∗,x). (84)
The density of produced pairs will then be (see (A18))
|βout(x)|2 ∝ e−2=S(t∗,x). (85)
In complete analogy to the purely time-dependent case,
we do not expect this method to yield the correct pref-
actor due to the approximations made.
A. Example: hyperbolic secant pulse
As an example for an only weakly space-dependent
mass we consider
m(t, ξ) = m0
√
1 +
[
f(ωt)g(ωξ)
γ
]2
(86)
which is similar to (18) but with an additional space-
dependent function g(χ). We again use f(τ) = sech τ .
Solutions to (83) here are the same as in the time-
dependent case (27),
τ∗ = arcosh
(
± i
γ˜
)
= ln
[
1
|γ˜| +
√
1 +
(
1
γ˜2
)]
− ipi
2
(87)
with the only difference that now
γ˜ =
γ
g(ωξ)
√
1 +
( p
m0
)2
(88)
depends on ξ (or, equivalently, x). Comparing S0
from (77) with ϕp from the time-dependent case (22)
we see that they are equal up to an overall sign, i.e.
S0 = −ϕp and thus the lowest-order contribution to the
exponent of the number of produced pairs
− 4=S0(t∗, x) = −2pim0
ω
√
1 +
( p
m0
)2
. (89)
is exactly the same as in the time-dependent case. For
the next-order contributions we have to calculate
−4=S2(t∗, x) = −2=
∫ t∗
−∞
dt
(∂ξ S0)
2
∂t S0
= −pim0
ω
[g′(εωx)]2
|g(εωx)|
1
γ
h(γ˜)
(90)
with the dimensionless function h depending on γ˜ only
h(γ˜) = <
∫ 1
0
du
arctan
 1
|γ˜|
cos
(
piu/2
)− i√1 + γ˜2 sin(piu/2)√
(1 + γ˜2/2)[1 + cos(piu)]− i
√
1 + γ˜2 sin(piu)
+ arctan( 1|γ˜|
)
2
|γ˜|
√
1 +
1
cos(piu) + γ˜2[1 + cos(piu)]/2− i
√
1 + γ˜2 sin(piu)
. (91)
This integral cannot be solved exactly in terms of ele-
mentary functions, but we may obtain the asymptotics.
If we expand h(γ˜) in a series for small γ˜, we find
h(γ˜) =
1
γ˜
[
pi2 +O(γ˜)]. (92)
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FIG. 5: Log-log plot of numerically calculated function
h(γ˜) as given in (91). For small γ  1, h(γ˜) approaches
pi2/γ˜, whereas for large γ  1 it behaves like 4/γ˜3.
For large γ˜  1, the integrand (91) decays with 4/γ˜−3.
To test this behavior, we calculated the function h(γ˜)
numerically, see Fig. 5.
Because h(γ˜) > 0 for all values of γ˜, the next-order
contribution always decreases the pair-creation exponent,
i.e., its absolute value increases, thus reducing the num-
ber of produced pairs. This is qualitatively consistent
with the numerical results from [7] using the worldline
formalism. There it was found that the locally-constant
field approximation overestimates the true pair produc-
tion probability, at least in the case of a Sauter potential.
Consequently, we see that, to this order of approxima-
tion, the density of produced pairs will be at its max-
imum where g′(ωξ) vanishes. Thus, both minima and
maxima of the pulse may give significant contributions
to the number of produced pairs (compare [7]) as both
are saddle points of the spatial integral in (A18). How-
ever, the exact contribution depends on the prefactor in
βout(x) which we have not calculated here.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS & OUTLOOK
Calculating the creation of particle pairs by truly
spacetime-dependent external fields (such as gravita-
tional or electromagnetic fields) in the non-perturbative
regime is a very challenging task. For purely time-
dependent fields, a very powerful method to estimate the
pair-creation exponent is the WKB approximation. In
this work, we propose a generalization of this approach
to truly spacetime-dependent background fields, which
is based on solutions of the relativistic eikonal equa-
tion (30). For fields that only depend on either time or
a spatial coordinate, our method reproduces the known
results, see Sec. IV
One of the first obstacles we encounter is the problem
of caustics. They indicate that the eikonal equation (30)
in truly spacetime-dependent background fields does not
have globally differentiable solutions in general, in con-
trast to the purely time-dependent case. However, if the
spatial dependence is sufficiently weak compared to the
temporal variation of the background, these caustics are
well separated from the space-time region of particle cre-
ation and thus do not spoil our approach, see Sec. V.
Then, via a transformation to adapted coordinates r
and s, the Dirac equation can be mapped exactly to the
equations (73) for the Bogoliubov coefficients. These
equations have several advantages and could also be
suitable for improved numerical simulation schemes. In
the low-momentum approximation λ  1, they simplify
to (75). Then, via the usual assumption that the positive
frequency part dominates α  β, we may estimate the
Bogoliubov coefficient β associated to pair creation via a
simple integral over the new time coordinate s in com-
plete analogy to the purely time-dependent case. Thus,
as in the purely time-dependent case, the pair-creation
exponent is determined by the first singularity in the
complex s plane.
Finally, consistent with our assumption to avoid caus-
tics, we consider the case that the spatial dependence is
much weaker than the temporal variation and employ an
expansion in terms of the relative strength ε of the spa-
tial dependence in Sec. VII. To leading order, we obtain
a result which is analogous to the locally constant field
approximation: At each point x in space, we simply have
to integrate the evolution equation for β(t, x) over time
– in complete analogy to the purely time-dependent case
(as if we have a spatially homogeneous background). In
analogy to the locally constant field approximation, this
leading order could be referred to as locally homogeneous
field approximation.
Calculating the next-to-leading order correction (90)
to the pair-creation exponent (for our example), we find
that the spatial dependence tends to decrease the pair-
creation probability – which is qualitatively consistent
with the behavior for the Sauter-Schwinger effect in a
inhomogeneous electric field, see, e.g., [19]. Note that
this next-to-leading order correction vanishes at maxima
and minima of the pulse, where g′(Ωξ) is zero.
We expect that other field configurations where the de-
pendence on one spacetime coordinate is only weak can
be treated similarly (e.g., tunneling through a weakly
time-dependent barrier or a light-front field pulse de-
pending on x+ plus a pulse only weakly dependent on
x−). In the presence of an electromagnetic field Aµ, one
obtains formally the same equations (43) for α and β, but
the subsequent steps such as the transformation to new
coordinates r and s are more involved. It is still possible
to use S/m0 and R/m0 as coordinates but they are not
locally orthogonal anymore. Alternatively, one can ob-
tain the coordinate s = S/m0 in a similar way as before
and then construct another locally orthogonal coordinate
but the equations for the Bogoliubov coefficients α and
β become more sophisticated nevertheless [51]. However,
the main strategy should also be applicable in this case.
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Appendix A: Pair production
We want to give the relevant expressions for calculat-
ing the number of produced pairs from solutions of (43);
see also textbooks like [52, 53]. Assuming that any field
is switched off initially (i.e. for t→ −∞) and finally (i.e.
for t → ∞), the fermionic field operator Ψˆ can be ex-
panded in terms of one of two basis systems {ψ±in(p; t, x)}
or {ψ±out(p; t, x)}
Ψˆ =
∫
dp
√
min
2piinp
[
aˆin(p)ψ
+
in(p; t, x) + bˆ
†
in(p)ψ
−
in(p; t, x)
]
=
∫
dp
√
mout
2pioutp
[
aˆout(p)ψ
+
out(p; t, x)+bˆ
†
out(p)ψ
−
out(p; t, x)
]
,
(A1)
where
inp =
√
m2in + (p+ qA
in
1 )
2
,
outp =
√
m2out + (p+ qA
out
1 )
2
(A2)
and aˆin(j), bˆin(j) and aˆout(j), bˆout(j) are the initial and
final electron and positron annihilation operators, respec-
tively. The quantities min and mout are the values of the
mass initially and finally, respectively, and similar for
Ain1 and A
out
1 . The functions {ψ±in(p; t, x)} correspond
to plane-wave solutions for t → −∞ while the func-
tions {ψ±out(p; t, x)} correspond to plane-wave solutions
for t→∞; the superscripts + and − denote positive and
negative energy respectively. These functions are com-
plete,∑
κ
∫
dp
min
2piinp
ψκin(p; t, x) (ψ
κ
in)
†
(p; t, x′) = δ(x− x′),
∑
κ
∫
dp
mout
2pioutp
ψκout(p; t, x) (ψ
κ
out)
†
(p; t, x′) = δ(x− x′),
(A3)
and orthonormal,(
ψκin(p), ψ
λ
in(p
′)
)
= 2pi
inp
min
δκλδ(p− p′),(
ψκout(p), ψ
λ
out(p
′)
)
= 2pi
outp
mout
δκλδ(p− p′),
(A4)
where (·, ·) is the usual inner product defined as
(φ, ψ) =
∫
dx φ†(t, x)ψ(t, x). (A5)
Observe that
aˆin(p) =
√
min
2piinp
(
ψ+in(p), Ψˆ
)
,
bˆ†in(p) =
√
min
2piinp
(
ψ−in(p), Ψˆ
)
,
aˆout(p) =
√
mout
2pioutp
(
ψ+out(p), Ψˆ
)
,
bˆ†out(p) =
√
mout
2pioutp
(
ψ−out(p), Ψˆ
)
.
(A6)
Then by using the respective other expansion of the field
operator, one finds the Bogoliubov transformation be-
tween the in- and out-operators
aˆin(p) =
∫
dp′
[
B++pp′ aˆout(p
′) +B+−pp′ bˆ
†
out(p
′)
]
,
bˆ†in(p) =
∫
dp′
[
B−+pp′ aˆout(p
′) +B−−pp′ bˆ
†
out(p
′)
]
,
aˆout(p) =
∫
dp′
[
(B++p′p )
∗aˆin(p′) + (B−+p′p )
∗bˆ†in(p
′)
]
,
bˆ†out(p) =
∫
dp′
[
(B+−p′p )
∗aˆin(p′) + (B−−p′p )
∗bˆ†in(p
′)
]
,
(A7)
with the Bogoliubov coefficients
Bκλpp′ =
1
2pi
√
minmout
inp 
out
p′
(
ψκin(p), ψ
λ
out(p
′)
)
(A8)
Thus, the number of produced positrons with momentum
p is
Ne+(p) = 〈0in| bˆ†out(p)bˆout(p) |0in〉 =
∫
dp′
∣∣∣B+−p′p ∣∣∣2
=
∫
dp′
minmout
(2pi)
2
inp′
out
p
∣∣(ψ+in(p′), ψ−out(p))∣∣2 .
(A9)
Let us assume that we calculated a solution to (43)
with the boundary conditions limt→−∞ α = 1 and
limt→−∞ β = 0, i.e. only positive energy initially. Ad-
ditionally, limt→−∞ S± = px. Then we can actually use
the wave function in (36) as ψ+in. Asymptotically, we thus
find
ψ+in(p; t, x)
t→∞−→ αout(p;x)uout+ (p;x)eiS
out
+ (p;x)
+βout(p;x)v
out
+ (p;x)e
iSout− (p;x)
(A10)
where the quantities designated with “out” are the values
of their respective time-dependent quantities at t → ∞.
Similarly we have
ψ−out(p; t, x)
t→∞−→ v˜out+ (p)eipx. (A11)
The spinor v˜out+ (p) is obtained from a spinor v+ at
t→∞ where solutions S˜± with the boundary condition
limt→∞ S˜± = px have been used.
Because the inner product (A5) is time-independent
we may evaluate the one in (A9) at any time, e.g. for
t→∞ we find(
ψ+in(p
′), ψ−out(p)
)
=
∫
dx
{
α∗out(p
′;x)(uout+ )
†
(p′;x)v˜out+ (p)e
−i[Sout+ (p′;x)−px]
+ β∗out(p
′;x)(vout+ )
†
(p′;x)v˜out+ (p)e
−i[Sout− (p′;x)−px]
}
.
(A12)
In the time-dependent case, ∂x α = ∂x β = 0 and the
canonical momentum p is conserved, i.e. Sout± (p;x) =
12
px∓ ϕ(p) where ϕ(p) is independent of x. Thus, v˜out+ =
vout+ is independent of x, too, and using the identities
(uout+ )
†
(p)vout+ (p) = 0, (v
out
+ )
†
(p)vout+ (p) =
outp
mout
,
(A13)
we find(
ψ+in(p
′), ψ−out(p)
)
=
2pioutp
mout
β∗out(p)δ(p
′ − p) (A14)
and therefore
B+−p′p =
√
min
mout
outp
inp
β∗out(p)δ(p
′ − p). (A15)
Similarly we can calculate
B++p′p =
√
min
mout
outp
inp
α∗out(p)δ(p
′ − p). (A16)
Thus, in the purely time-dependent case the coefficients
αout and βout essentially are the Bogoliubov coefficients
and we get for the number of produced pairs
Ne+(p) =
min
mout
outp
inp
|βout(p)|2 δ(0) (A17)
where the divergent factor δ(0) is due to the infinite ex-
tent of the field.
In the spacetime-dependent case, the integral in (A12)
is far more difficult to solve, as most factors depend
on x. Still, for only weakly space-dependent fields as
in Section VII we assume that the dominant contribu-
tion comes from a term similar to the one in the time-
dependent case,
Ne+(p) ≈ minmout
outp
inp
∫
dx |βout(p;x)|2 (A18)
which essentially is just the same expression as in the
time-dependent case but with δ(0) replaced with a spatial
integral. This is only a good approximation if scattering
to other modes is low.
Appendix B: Estimation of caustics
Using the method of characteristics, a first-order par-
tial differential equation may be turned into a set of first-
order ordinary differential equations (see e.g. [48] for a
mathematical derivation of the method). In our case,
we can also use the following equivalent set of ordinary
differential equations
t¨(τ) =
2
m20
∂tm
2,
x¨(τ) = − 2
m20
∂xm
2,
z˙(τ) =
2
m0
m2 =
m0
2
(
t˙2 − x˙2),
(B1)
where z(τ) = S(t(τ), x(τ)). We use the boundary condi-
tion that at t = t0 the solution S is a plane wave with
positive energy which translates to the initial conditions
t(τ0) = t0, t˙(τ0) = −2 p
m0
,
x(τ0) = x0, x˙(τ0) = −2 p
m0
,
z(τ0) = −ωt0 + px0.
(B2)
These equations were solved numerically to obtain the
characteristic curves in fig. 4. Changing the parameter
τ moves along a particular characteristic curve that is
specified by the starting position x0.
We want to estimate the position of the intersection of
two neighboring curves analytically for p = 0. For times
prior to the pulse in the mass (where the mass is con-
stant), the (projected) characteristic curves are parallel
to each other and their parametrization is given by
t = t0 − 2 p
m0
τ, x = x0 − 2 p
m0
τ. (B3)
The curves are deflected when they reach the region of
the pulse. This deflection is manifest in a change of
a curve’s slope dx/dt after passing the region of non-
constant mass. The above equations imply that the
change of the slope with the parameter τ is
d
d τ
dx
dt
=
d
d τ
x˙
t˙
= −2
t˙
∂xm
2
m20
− 2x˙
t˙2
∂tm
2
m20
. (B4)
To approximate the change in the slope we use the initial
form of the characteristic curves (B3) in (B4). We expect
this to be a good approximation ifm is only weakly space-
dependent, i.e. the time scale on which the value of the
mass changes is much smaller than its length scale. For
p = 0 this approximation yields
d
d τ
dx
dt
≈ 1
m20
∂xm
2(t0 − 2τ, x0). (B5)
Thus, the slope after passing the region of non-constant
mass is approximately
dx
dt
∣∣∣∣
t→∞
≈ − 1
2m20
∫ ∞
−∞
dt ∂xm
2(t, x0). (B6)
Hence, a characteristic starting at x = x0 will have the
form
xafter(x0; t) ≈ x0 − t
2m20
∫ ∞
−∞
dt ∂xm
2(t, x0) (B7)
after passing the pulse. The intersection of this charac-
teristic and the one starting at x0 + δ is at
t =
2m20δ∫∞
−∞dt
[
∂xm
2(t, x0 + δ)− ∂xm2(t, x0)
] . (B8)
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For δ → 0 this gives the intersection of two neighboring
curves
t =
2m20∫∞
−∞dt ∂
2
xm
2(t, x0)
. (B9)
Consequently, the focal point or onset of the caustic sur-
face is where this is at its minimum with respect to x0.
For a weakly space-dependent mass of the form (86) we
get
1
2m20
∫ ∞
−∞
dt ∂2xm
2(t, x0) =
ε2ω2
γ2ω
{
g(εωx0)g
′′(εωx0) +
[
g′(εωx0)
]2}∫ ∞
−∞
dτ
[
f(τ)
]2
(B10)
which immediately leads to the proportionality given
in (57). For f(τ) = sech τ and g(χ) = sechχ we find
the minimum to be
tf =
3
2
γ2ω
ε2ω2
. (B11)
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